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Paul Andreu, architect, France 
 

 
 

Why are we asked about the reasons we have to hope? 

Why are we not asked about the reasons we have to despair? 

The crisis, that only a few hoarse Cassandras announced, and that no one is responsible for, or 
everyone, collectively. Crisis of gluttony? All this poor people are insatiable! Why do they not hear 
the recommendations, the analysis, the advices of those who have the thankless task to lead and 
decide? Let’s be reassured about this, none of them misses at roll call, they are all ready to cost their 
dear and to continue. And first, can one be a good general when one has not been defeated? 

All right, let is stop irony, crisis will come and set in more or less durably. The good custom is firstly to 
come across the solidarity paths again. Obviously. Then to think about a new paradigm. This word, 
that I am quite sure not to understand, delights me. Before, I would have said “view of the world”, 
but “paradigm” must be a lot better than just a view. A sustainable development? Why not. The 
pursuit of a balance in change? Why not. Justice in any case. And above all freedom. I have no doubt 
about justice and freedom.  

So, what about culture? 

It is one of our main reasons to hope. Because creation and research, together, we should never 
separate them, are the best reason to hope in all fields; because more than any other field, culture 
only remains in force thanks to a creation and a permanent research that are, in that field, of a 
moderate and even marginal cost; and finally because, when everything goes wrong, writing, 
painting and singing are survival reflexes, are a way to cock a snook at misfortune. 

Of course, if economy goes wrong, the cultural industry and the creators will suffer. Fewer books will 
be published, great exhibitions will be rarer, fewer movies will be released, and also fewer variety 
programs will be broadcasted. In and of itself, it is not good, but if the industry took this opportunity 
to wonder whether it does not too often tend to take the easy way out, to the “marketed” products, 
if the consumer also thought for his part, maybe good things could come out.  

Architecture is one of the fields that will suffer the most, obviously. It is also one of those to which  a 
supplement of reflection could do it a world of good. It was dragged into the whirlwind of 
communication. It started to mix up creation and media-related event, ambition and freedom with 
flashiness and exhibitionism. A word, repeated at every possible opportunity by the property 
developers, the elected representatives, their advisers and their architects, iconic, summarizes the 
whole lot, justifies the waste of materials and money, erects temples of arrogance and intellectual 
poverty. The best proof that those “communication actions”, those “new images” are not really 
creation, is that we swallow them without a murmur, we forget them, weird cocktails, false 
exhilaration.  

Adding to the world 
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But we never have needed, in architecture, but I am sure that also in the other arts, that much 
creation, discovery, enthusiasm, utility and beauty, but also a scrupulous use of the resources at our 
disposal. If I was not afraid of dating it for good, I would gladly say: social utility.  

Pessoa writes that “literature is the proof that life is not enough”. 

He could have written it about dance, theater, music, painting, etc. and about all these activities that 
are insane in their claim to add something to the world, something tiny and derisory, like vitamins in 
weight. Insane when they believe that is they do not take care of the wishes, expressed or sought of 
an audience, they can, by making a deep and often lonely work, make it discover its expectations, 
reveal its wishes, make it happier.  

Creation disturbs, it upsets the established order, it upsets it without respite. We need creation, the 
example of creation to put our convictions straight again.  

Creation remains, it fits in a new order, vaster, little bit vaster. This is neither a blow, nor a scoop, nor 
a buzz … 

Science never has had a greater possibility of discovery and understand than today, art has a greater 
ability to create: our fortune – I mean our happiness – is here. 

What would be a better reason to hope? 
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Mahesh Bhatt, Film director, India 
 

 
 

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

Man lives in hope and dies in hope. The blunt truth is this that there is no oasis yonder, the human 
race is stuck with a mirage. Culture is that mirage. All art is born out of frustration. Everything is born 
out of frustration. What is there to hope for that is not here already?  A better tomorrow?  A world 
free of conflict, of misery, of suffering?  Can culture create such a world?  Can the human 
imagination?  The last 10,000 years is a history of human culture, of the human imagination writ 
large across the surface of our planet.  Tell me, taking such history into account, could one 
reasonably hope for a different outcome? 

Culture, like anything, is a matter of definition. The powers that have been throughout history, 
whether religious, political, or economic have generally maintained a monopoly on the creation and 
enforcement of the different systems of definitions by which we live.  In that sense, why would we 
expect any culture borne of such systems to lead to any other world than the one already in our 
midst? 

And yet, conversely, if one regards culture or the potential of the human imagination rather as a 
means to envision new definitions or modes of self-understanding, then perhaps, yes, it may offer 
some “hope.”  But not a hope for a world with less suffering, nor one any less destructive.  Who can 
say if the unknown offers us any less of an abyss than the one history has already supplied?  But if 
genuine instances of imagination can cast us further out into the unknown, or can welcome the 
unknown further in, then perhaps there is a chance, or a hope, that some power beyond the flimsy, 
archaic structures of human thought might in its own way express itself.  

Who embodies it the best? 

We are all embodiments of culture.  The world we see and the body we feel and touch are no 
different.  They are both structures passed down to us through countless generations, ideas that 
corral our living experience into the all too well-traversed avenues through which countless lives 
have already passed.  If the cultures of our forerunners’ societies are somehow flushed out of an 
individual, then the living organism that is there beneath it can begin to flourish.  Such a person is not 
and cannot be a part of the value system of society.  

We look to culture now for a hint, a dying fragrance of the salvation that we once were taught to 
look for from religion.  And just as we did not find it in incense-laden temples or churches, so we will 
not find it in museums, cinemas, galleries, or concert-halls.  This search for one form of rescue after 

'I' AM CULTURE ...'Culture is not 
something outside. I am its 

expression' 
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another is nothing other than culture itself, running its course in our lives.  We do not realize that it is 
this culture that is strangling life’s energy, keeping it from expressing itself in its own unique and 
unparalleled way.  Life’s energy can never be “embodied” or controlled.  It thrashes and tears down 
whatever barriers have been put around it.  
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Axel Dauchez, Managing Director, Deezer, France 
 

 
 

 

We come from a world given by the border where our identity was mainly built by our country or our 

people; where diversity and confrontation of nations create (for better and for worse) the evolution 

of civilizations. In this old world, culture could reflect the sedimentation of the past or a social divide. 

Anyway, it had to impose itself in order to go from luxury to necessity.  

We are plunging into a world whose main evolution is a inevitable globalization of economies, 

populations and behaviors. Our identity principles are laid down again (particularly in the old 

European countries). Beyond, the concept of diversity, Darwinian essential condition for our 

evolution, has to be reinvented in order to survive without choking.  

Then, the cultural issue becomes crucial. 

Either culture just reproduces the borders of the past and our future will alternate with 

communitarianism and uniformity.  

Or culture becomes imagining and we will be able to recreate on our land pacified identity spaces, 

c’est-à-dire not only national or communitarian. Well beyond, the cultural concurrence can initiate a 

new innovation model compatible with our closed world. 

Let us build fast those tolerance spaces.  

How to act? 

The emergency of today is to preserve the diversity potential of culture, not by focusing exclusively 

on the protection of creation, but by making sure that a plurality of cultural distribution is possible. 

Music, cinema, publishing houses, … all those cultural expressions are today subject to the risk of the 

globalization of distribution. To turn towards the right direction, we must be careful in order for the 

structures of “cultural distribution” to find a balance between the new global distributors (iTunes, 

Google, …) and the old local distributors (Fnac, Gaumont, HMV, …). This is a crucial and political issue. 

To turn durably towards the right direction, there is also an issue of cultural education. We really 

have to keep a national cultural education without regarding it as sacred – nothing is possible 

Culture: the only reason to hope? 
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without that first step. We also have to develop on this identity basis a culture interested in cultural 

diversity without restricting it to a cultural ethnology.  

Music illustrates this issue at its own level. 

Today’s musical behaviors reflect the current market structure : an arbitration between local music 

(i.e. national) and global music (i.e. US). 

Yet, the globalization of music distribution is underway and the local uses will soon be determined 

not only by the structures of local markets. 

Either we remain passive and the uniformity of “world” music could gain acceptance through this 

evolution, even if it paradoxically drives communitarian withdrawals.  

Or we are talented and, while maintaining local networks of distribution, each country can become 

the melting-pot of its local music, of global music but also of music from its diasporas. Following the 

example of jazz at its time, African, Arab, Latino American, Asian … music can become wonderful 

factors of exchange, integration, and beyond of radical creations. 
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Antoine Gosset-Grainville, Managing Director, Caisse des Dépôts, France. 

 

 
 

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

In 2011, the global economy goes through a second financial crisis in four years. The ideas and 
proposals of engineers, city planners, entrepreneurs, artists, writers, but also of politicians, fit into 
this new context. Their imagination is stimulated by a restrictive environment which transforms into 
a creativity springboard. These actors mobilize their critical and inventive thinking to put solutions in 
place. The crisis is an obstacle, and thus, produces starts, overruns; it gives rise to a foaming of ideas 
and inspirations, which wait for being revealed. Each of us must pay attention to the creative 
imagination that surrounds us, on the one hand to appreciate it and on the second hand to make it 
exist. Those reasons to hope will live thanks to recognition and promotion. 

Who embodies it the best? 

The social and united entrepreneurship is a good example of the creative enthusiasms which try to 
find solutions, with both economic development and social utility. The Deposit Fund promotes this 
new way of undertaking. It just created an investment fund for social innovation. The entrepreneur 
embarks on a social cause; his innovation force is an efficient and responsible answer at the men’s 
and the community’s disposal.  

What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope? 

As a manager of an important financial institution, I am intent on giving meaning to the notion of 
service. Finance can not serve itself. Its purpose is to allow the people who hold projects useful to 
the development of the economy and the society, to give shape to their commitment. Our role is to 
identify the most promising initiatives. That is why I encouraged the recent entry of the Deposit Fund 
in the capital of Jacques Perrin production company, to promote a cinematographic art at the 
environment and nature’s disposal. The support to this creative imagination is the driving force of a 
hope : the hope of allowing the emergence of levers able to mobilize the people around universal 
concerns.  

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

The managers of the Deposit Fund always made sure that we promoted the diffusion, to the greater 
number, new services and new technologies. In order to let no one behind, and to allow everyone to 
have access to the economy of knowledge, the Deposit Fund decided to base its patronage policy on 
the fight against illiteracy. I set out today to consolidate these orientations and this commitment. 

  

Creative imagination at the disposal 

of general interest 
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Amit Khanna, President, Reliance Entertainment, India. 
 

 
 

Human civilization is about 10000 years old. These 10 millennia may be a mere blip on the cosmic 
calendar but what various eras of our past have shown is the evolution of the human body and mind 
has triumphed against all odds. From the Neolithic age to the present times history and anthropology 
have left enough evidence of how culture has embodied the human spirit and shaped the planet. We 
have witnessed natural disasters, wars, famines, disease, hunger and migration of peoples. We have 
seen the rise and fall of empires. We have seen the triumphs of the sciences and the arts. We have 
seen exemplary courage and desperate misery. And amidst all this we have seen the rise and rise of 
hope. 

Hope builds on the foundation of culture! To understand the significance of culture lets first look at 
the philosophy of Hope. Hope is what keeps us alive as a civilization. Nothing exemplifies it than this 
short piece by Helen Yoest I read last year. I am reproducing it to state my point. 

Tomatoes for my children – the philosophy of hope in the Le Peti t Potager 

My dad’s dad grew tomatoes because his dad did  in the Old Country.  

My dad planted them as a child during the depression, because he had to. As an adult, 
he grew tomatoes because they were symbolic of never going hungry. It gave him 
comfort to know if all else failed; he would have a tomato to eat.  

I (the last of the baby boomers) grew them because I wanted to be with my dad.  My 
dad was in the garden, so I was in the garden. We would talk about so many things; we 
laughed a lot doing mundane, every day chores. 

Still, as a child, it was a new era. We were rich (in that my dad had work, mom stayed 
at home to raise the family; we had no debt, owned our own home and we were loved.) 
Also, my youth happened between wars; neither war precipitated the ne ed to grow a 
tomato. 

As an adult, I never grew tomatoes well; maybe I stuck one in the ground now and 
again.  But it wasn’t for any altruistic reason, like my dad did. It was a tomato.  It had 
no meaning for me.  

I didn’t get the tomato thing. I got that my  dad never forgot the depression, but I 
wanted to grow pretty flowers. I didn’t feel the pangs of hunger that motivated my 
dad.  That was his thing, give me ornamentals; give me beauty. Beauty is priceless. I 
can buy a tomato.  

As my generation basked in the glory of the profits following the depression era, a new 
era was built on steady work and the power of compound interest, we didn’t want to 
GROW our own tomatoes we wanted to BUY them, because we could. We wanted to 

Culture: the eternal spring 
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have pretty, manicured gardens around us. Tomatoes were bought just like packaged 
beef was bought. We wouldn’t think of making our own hamburger, would we?  

Now my kids look around and see flowers, pretty flowers, everywhere. As they became 
informed, they noticed I had no tomatoes; they wondere d and asked why.  I explained 
that, for the most part, my generation didn’t want to grow food. We wanted to grow 
beauty, our symbol of comfort.  

Last year, from a request of my youngest child, Aster, we put in a small veggie garden, 
dubbed Le Petit Potager.  As a family, we tore up a patch of the front lawn and planted 
the potager we now tend together. We grow tomatoes; and cucumbers, sweet peas, 
lettuce, spinach, bell peppers, hot peppers, carrots, radishes, collards, and more. We 
also grow sunflowers and zinnia and dill and cilantro.  

As we harvested our first, fresh tomato, I thought of my dad and his dad. I believe in 
the future, when my kids harvest tomatoes with their children, they will think of me.  

I am hopeful my kids will never need to grow a tomato, but if they had to, they could. 
It is my hope they will want to grow a tomato. It is my hope that the experience of our 
own little potager will instill a want in them.  

In the meantime, I have three chi ldren hanging outside with me in our little potager, 
tasting the fruit of the vine, doing mundane chores and giggling a lot.  

It is this hope which has shaped the destiny of our ancestors and will continue to do so in coming 
generations. However, in a networked society where distance, language, architecture, clothes, food, 
beliefs and faiths are conflicting, merging and interacting as never before, society itself is undergoing 
a cataclysmic change. Carl Jung noted modern man's necessity for the reintegration of the spiritual 
with the rational. Historically, Romanticism as with the 19th century manifestation usually rejects all 
recent forms in an uncritical nostalgia of the past, a yearning for 'the good old days'. This revisionist 
yearning for the past, fuels conservative politician peddling of reactionary simplistic solution to the 
complex problems of the day 

The Russian artist turned theoretician Kandinsky almost 100 years ago developed the idea that any 
field of endeavor in society is characterized by a conceptual 'moving triangle'. “The apex of the 
triangle is occupied by the elite cadre of exponents on the forefront / leading edge of their discipline, 
following behind them is a more numerous group that popularizes or implements the development 
of the researches advances, and the base of the triangle is the masses of society that acquirer the 
future of advances in the fullness of time. The distance from the apex to the base varies from 
discipline, in some cases e.g. Sport and popular culture / fashion it may only be days /weeks or 
months, in science and the arts it can be years or even centuries! As population densities increase 
and communications accelerate the gap between apex and base compresses.” 

This is precisely the dilemma we face today. A crisis of dissension amidst a growing proximity of 
thought is wreaking havoc today! Socio-economic disparity and islands of isolation in a global ocean 
of shared “culture” are creating conflicts even as an Arab Spring brings hope to millions of exploited 
people. To some extent Cahuc’s theories amplify this chasm. Yet, the newly emerging economies 
some of which are under totalitarian regimes are not always conducive to cultural expression. 
Moreover, it may astonish people in the West, in countries like India caste continues to play a 
dominant role in society’s drama. In other countries it is class and in some countries it is racism even 
in the 21st century. And in all there is now a Digital divide! 
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I must say I am intrigued by some writings of Michael Maffesoli although I have not read enough of 
him. I do believe that even as a pan global culture develops it also propels parochialism and ethnic 
identities further apart. Yet, the sheer force of global economic dynamics keeps creating 
undercurrents of ideological rift and thus further polarization of communities .With fungibility of 
money and convenient travel  and the omnipresent TV set more people know about each other than 
ever before. This does not mean that post modernist society is more tolerant. Lipovestky’s notion of 
hyper modernity is valid but can be questioned in context of societies in India or for that matter in 
China or even Africa. Surviving in fact often thriving simultaneously in several times and spaces these 
two most populous countries (and others) is tradition and culture going back to over 5000 years. The 
sheer numbers both demographic and economic are shifting the power axis in the world and as I 
have said on earlier occasions a new global Cultural agenda is being set by East and South Asia with 
marginal influence from Latin America and Africa. This does imply that either United States or the 
European Union will lose their significance but they will no longer be the only arbiters of socio-
cultural change. This is a new reality which the Developed West must own up to. 

For years American culture subsumed local cultures in a broad sweep of fashion, film and fads. This 
created a kind of homogenized culture. Indian sociologist Asis Nandy warns of the perils of 
homogenization “There are reasons for this. In our society, we live with radical diversities — diversity 
that is not based on tamed forms of difference. The US is a perfect example of tamed diversity. You 
get every kind of food and dress and cultural activity in America. You think you are very cosmopolitan 
if you can distinguish Huaiyang food from Schezwan food, or South Korean ballet from Beijing opera, 
or Ming dynasty china from Han dynasty china in a museum. This is diversity that is permissible, 
legitimate, tamed.” We have to be wary of such progressions in our cultures. More so if we need to 
preserve our identity in a globalized world. 

At a time when multiplicity of media platforms and ubiquitous connectivity is a reality arts and 
creativity have reached an unparalleled democratization. In always on world news and views have an 
immediacy of their own. We have seen that leisure is being subsumed by Television and more 
recently by Internet browsing. News is manufactured in studios and on the streets and then 
transmitted through social networking websites. As the sociologist Shiv Vishvanth said recently,” The 
age of scrutiny contributes its own vignettes to the visual sociology of our time. Once an event is 
caught on film, it is subject to the power of replay.”Similarly literature, music and cinema are rapidly 
acquiring a digital form. We have to be careful that they do not lose their soul and individually. On 
the one hand we are a more participative society, on the other we are being bombarded with mega 
doses of passivity.  

As I have written earlier there are new opportunities and threats in the Digital Age. The real 
challenge for culture is its ability to handle the virtual world. At a time when  3 billion Internet users, 
2 billion TV sets, 4 billion mobile phones have connected the world, society, economy in fact nation-
hoods  will be determined on the worldwide web. There is more information available on the 
Internet than entire recorded history. This new information and entertainment order is creating   
peculiar problems of Intellectual Property protection. Billions of dollars are lost every year on 
account of film, music, book and other content piracy. This will only rise unless we our able to frame 
global laws and cooperate internationally to implement so that the creators and owners of Copyright 
are not denied their just due. 

State or nations can never embody culture. People do. While Governments can support initiatives to 
preserve the spirit of culture it is by encouraging community initiatives and individual excellence that 
we can best serve culture. Museums, Art Galleries, Concert Halls and even Cinema theatres may 
need some subsidy to make them economically viable but arguably the most important initiative 
would be to create a Digital Global Repository of Culture. 
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New structures to promote cultural traditions are important. These efforts may need state support 
and corporate patronage. Oral and aural art-forms and artisanal cultures need the most protection. 
Master artisans, artistes and performers should be used to teach and mentor the youth. Investing in 
teaching is critical.  

From individual passion to a shared concern for heritage and culture we need to build on the eternal 
spring of hope! We are merely passing the baton from one generation to the next. We need to run 
our lap well! 
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Ezra Suleiman, Professor, Princeton University, United States. 
 

 
 

It is entirely the case today that cultural production and dissemination possess outlets and 
possibilities that could scarcely have been imagined even a decade or two ago. Social networks and 
modes of communication have created a virtual world that bring people together and allow varied 
means of cultural exchange. 
 
 It is one thing to leave cultural creations to individuals working alone or in groups. It is quite 
another to regard as superfluous the defense, promotion and dissemination of culture. These 
functions are assumed by organizations working in tandem with artists to promote culture in society. 
 
 Of course artists and cultural groups demand everywhere that more generous resources are 
made available for cultural creation and for cultural promotion. In doing so, they support many 
others in the same way that any sector of the economy gives employment to a large support staff, 
technicians, sub-contractors, and ultimately, clients. The link between the cultural industry and the 
well-being of towns and cities is now well recognized, if not always avowed. 
 
 Aside from its economic contribution, culture has long been recognized as promoting in 
democratic societies support for human values that benefit us all. When Stephan Zweig committed 
suicide in Brazil after completing his last book, The World of Yesterday, it was because all the values 
that he associated with the culture of the enlightenment had met their end. The cultural creations of 
the fin de siècle in the Western societies were coupled with remarkable cultural and intellectual 
creations. 
 In many countries, the expansion of cultural activities has been integrated into other 
institutions in society. Culture in not separated from society. It has become a means of integration, 
something that children and adults take for granted. This occurs when cultural institutions are 
blended with other institutions, when whole communities and many cultural institutions and 
activities are blended together in a natural environment – museums, theaters, discussions, lectures, 
films, etc. occur under one roof. 
 
 Through no action on my part one of my classrooms this year happens to be in a beautiful 
museum. This makes the museum less forbidding, less “distant” and less intimidating. To walk into 
the museum, then through its library and up a staircase to get to the classroom is exhilarating not 
just for me but for all the young students. 
 
 Culture integrates diverse groups and communities. Many developing countries (India and 
Brazil are good examples) have a vast array of cultural activities that have come to be seen as 
fulfilling a useful integrative function. What we try to do through laws by opening up institutions and 
diversifying them is done naturally and more efficiently through culture. 
 

Culture and Hope 
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 Yes, cultural activities contribute to the economic health of our towns and citizens. Every 
mayor knows this. Yes, culture is sometimes supported by and benefits the more well-to-do in our 
societies. But it does not have to be this way, and it is not this way everywhere. It brings 
communities together by allowing them to share and to promote values that make our societies 
stronger. 
 
 This is why this crucial activity needs its champions (actually, one should not be afraid to use 
the word “lobbies”) whose task is to impress on those who govern the benefits of hope, integration 
and democratic values for the society. In the end, cultural creation and dissemination promotes, to 
be sure, economic development but also the values of the enlightenment at the same time. 
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Pascale Thumerelle, Development Director, Vivendi, France. 

 

 
 

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

The recognition of culture, as an essential part of the universal human rights contributes to the 

promotion of openness, tolerance and peace with the men and the civilizations.  

If we call culture “all the knowledge which enable to develop the critical sense, the taste, the 

judgment” (Le Robert), then culture is at the heart of the human identity. It feeds our ability to hope, 

our need for confidence to live in dignity: self-confidence, confidence in the other, in the future. It 

gives the individual, the societies, the peoples, the intimate motivations to fight against the fear, the 

oppression. It is at the heart of the harmonious development of our planet’s inhabitants.  

Culture opens the way to imaginative creation, to inspiration, to what drives us. It springs up thanks 

to pleasure, blossoms thanks to curiosity, resists thanks to boldness. We must make sure we 

encourage it, just like we make sure that a child is growing. It can represent a threat for the enemies 

of the mind who want to reign over the consciences.  

The girls’ education is a good example. Despite serious improvements in terms of equality between 

women and men in many countries, despite the commitments undertaken by the highest national, 

European or international authorities, we understand that the suffocation of the female brains is a 

product of the obsession of some important people to prevent girls and women from cultivating their 

intellectual faculties and from satisfying their thirst for culture. It seems relevant to bring up the 

abundant literature written by famous “thinkers” on this topic. We can cite François de Salignac de 

La Mothe Fénelon (1651-1715), a French cleric and academician, author of the book « The girls’s 

education » who, in a letter « To a quality Lady », gives her advice to educate her daughter : 

“Because Miss your daughter demonstrates a quite advanced mind, with much openness, easiness 

and insight, I fear for her the taste for the wit and an excessive, vain and dangerous curiosity. […] She 

must learn to be wary of herself,  and to fear the traps of curiosity and presumption : she must pray 

God with humility, become half-wit, often commute with herself, obey relentlessly, let wise and 

loving people correct her and her judgments, and be silent, letting the others speak”. This testimony, 

admittedly old but which is still echoed in some regions of the world hit by extremisms of all sorts, 

illustrates the fact that culture is a powerful force against exclusion, of girls, of women but more 

widely of men we find useful or indifferent to maintain in obscurity.  

Culture, a mainstay of sustainable 

development 
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The highlight of culture as an essential part of the universal human rights takes advantage of the 

spotlight brought by the information technologies and communication: they make the sharing of 

knowledge easier with those who can stay outside culture. These are so many reasons to hope and to 

rally in favor of this great and beautiful cause: “Lighting the torches in the minds” as Victor Hugo 

declared in the speech to the Assembly in 1848.  

Who embodies it the best? 

Those who, through their commitment, their talent, their actions, their availability, their enthusiasm, 

their teaching skills, their investments, pass on the taste and the liking for culture.  

What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope? 

Vivendi, global industrial group, invests more than two billion Euros in cinema, broadcasting 

programs, video games or music and more than three billion Euros in telecommunication 

infrastructures. Its contribution to sustainable development is specific: enabling the current and 

future generations to satisfy their need to communicate, feeding their curiosity, developing their 

talents and promoting the intercultural dialogue. 

Culture is an essential mainstay of its policy of sustainable policy because it meets the societal 

responsibility of the cultural industries: how to feed the creative capacities of the current and future 

generations? How to make sure not to favor a monoculture, source of intellectual obesity 

detrimental to the development of millions of customers in the world? To avoid these pitfalls, 

Vivendi set itself the objectives to encourage the musical, cinematographic, audiovisual creation in its 

diversity, to contribute to the strengthening of the production capacities in the territories where the 

group is present, and particularly in Africa, or to promote heritage by digitizing cultural treasures 

which became unavailable for example.  

Vivendi is the first company which includes objectives related to the promotion of cultural diversity 

in the adjustable remuneration of its managers. We can hope that this new practice, stemming from 

the private sector, can be shared with other cultural industries at the local and international level.  

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

Vivendi has an ambition to promote the participation of its clients in the cultural life, to make their 

exchanges easier thanks to the information and communication technologies, and to favor the open-

mindedness between the peoples and the generations. 

Vivendu and the United Nations Alliance of civilizations share the will to place cultural diversity and 

intercultural dialogue on the global agenda of sustainable development, too often centered on the 

environmental questions only. We make sure, with other public and private actors, to turn the 

attention of the public decision makers, CEOs, researchers, professional experts, representatives of 

the civil society, leaders of nongovernmental organizations, financial analysts and investors to this 

topic.  

In a very concrete way, to illustrate Vivendi’s positioning and promote culture as a mainstay of 

sustainable development, I had the idea to create a website “Culture(s) with Vivendi: a journey in 

cultural diversity”. 
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Available in French and in English, this website has three sections: 

 “Artist inspiration” illustrates, with a series of examples, the diversity of influences, in 

particular musical and cinematographic, which irrigates the artistic creation. 

 “Creative Jobs” makes young people discover the diversity of the jobs in the creative 

industries thanks to the interviews of professionals. 

 “Intercultural Dialogue” offers videos and interviews which show the relationship between 

culture and mutual comprehension. 

This website invites the young generations to fully invest in culture: discover music and cinema 

repertoires, know better the chain of values of the cultural industries, and give the urge to open to 

other cultures, to share their experiences and artistic emotions.  

“Culture(s) with Vivendi” was online on May, 21 2012 on the occasion of the world day of cultural 

diversity for dialogue and development, proclaimed by the United Nations. Vivendi linked up with 

the Do ONE Thing for Diversity and Inclusion campaign, launched by the Alliance of civilizations in 

partnership with the UNESCO. This online campaign calls on everybody to make “one thing” in order 

to promote cultural diversity and celebrate the day of the 21st of May.  
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David Unger, Vice-President and talent agent at International Creative Management, United 
States. 
 

 
 

The great film director Francis Ford Coppola once said to me that who controls the arts, controls the 
world.  If you think of every great civilization throughout history, this theory applies.  The arts and 
cultures of Egypt, Greece, and Rome inspired and gave way to a European era and ultimately to an 
American era. 

I've observed that the creatives who come from the most oppressed environments often find the 
most beauty in life.  Recently, I returned from Mumbai only to be moved by the inspired youth there. 
 I doubt that my son's generation will see the India that I know.  Conversely, I doubt that New York's 
Art boom of the 80's could take place today.  Soho and the neighborhoods that harbored great artists 
such as Andy Warhol, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Keith Haring and others is today gentrified. 

Culture and creative imagination are the methods and systems that inspire change.  Art simply 
inspires us to see the world in different way.  During times of economic uncertainty, oppression and 
war, it is often artists that lead us out of our despair and guide us into prosperity.  Whether they are 
minstrel songs that lead us into the Jazz age or Ai Wei Wei leading us into a great moment in Chinese 
contemporary art. 

Art can lead us out of our suffering and despair and offer a new way of seeing our era.  Art serves the 
great purpose of diverting us from our quotidian thinking and offers us the opportunity to step out of 
time and space. 

I have observed recently that Beirut, Moscow, Beijing and Los Angeles are thriving cultural centers. 
 The art and architecture of these cities has blossomed in recent years.  The Arab spring might have 
offered the creative community of the Middle East an opportunity to reinterpret its culture. 
 California's economic downturn and the gang riots of 25 years ago have been replaced by thriving 
museums and institutions such as the Hammer Museum, Getty Center, MOCA and LACMA and a 
surge in artists and patrons (such as Ed Ruscha, Doug Aitken and Eli Broad) flocking to the city. 
 Berlin's reconstruction after the Second World War offered a new beginning for the youth there as 
well inexpensive creative space for artists to create work.  The great wealth created by Russian 
oligarchs gave birth to a generation of young artists willing to share their work on the world stage. 
 Dasha Zhukova's creation of The Garage in Moscow offers a symbol to this new vibrant creative 
moment there. 

Imagine what Beirut, Los Angeles, Berlin and Moscow were like 20 or 50 years ago.  It is hard to 
imagine that such incredible innovation and creativity has recently come from these locales.  It seems 
clear to me now that we look elsewhere from the West for our creative inspiration.  Luxury brands 
are eager to break into the Indian and Chinese markets and inspire a generation of artists, 
photographers and fashion designers in these countries. 

Art for revolution 
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Today, I imagine China, India and the Islamic world as a well for creativity.  As I prepare for next 

week's Cannes Film Festival, I am reminded of the power of cinema of the great films that have come 

from India, China and Iran.  Their artists and film makers see hope and a bright future for our world.  I 

am grateful to them for this and look forward to the inspiration. 
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Dominique Wolton, Director of the Sciences and Communication Institute of the CNRS, France.   

 

 
 

Does culture / creative imagination give you a reason to hope? 

I am an “active skeptic” as Raymond Aron says. A reason to hope is a political utopia, and we need 

utopias. But to be frank, I would say that the word “culture” should not be used like this, without 

thinking. It excludes. Culture is a matter of action, not of speech. We also need to rethink “mass 

culture”: this is where lots of things will be at stake in the future. The number related to democracy 

will generate creation: more and more people travel, read, keep themselves informed … it will 

necessarily produce culture. If mass culture and emancipation through culture are praised by the 

elites, in fact, this democratization scares them. 

We need to maintain the price of culture. The demagogy of the free access is deleterious and 

misleading. 

Who embodies it the best? 

The main issue is to accept the other, to manage to communicate with him. That is why Europe is a 

reason to hope, because it is the political utopia which relies on the acceptance of cultural diversity 

and a deep understanding of otherness, even if it is not proud enough of it. But understanding each 

other takes time. Cultural diversity in Europe can not be limited to the 400 English words we 

currently use to understand the 23 languages if the Union. Translation offices are necessary. More 

generally, we need to save the mother languages to give meaning : French-speaking worlds, Russian-

speaking worlds, Arab-speaking worlds … The defense of biological diversity is supervised in great 

detail and every extinction of species throws turmoil, but concerning languages, their extinction does 

not throw anybody in turmoil ! Protecting nature diversity has unanimous backing, promote culture 

diversity scares people. Communication takes part in an emancipation movement because it allow 

exchanges. It is a strong challenge of cultural diversity. Thanks to the communication techniques, the 

differences between cultures are more and more visible, and even become an issue of “hate of the 

other”. The political issue of communication is the following. How can we keep on tolerating each 

other when differences are more visible than similarities ? How can we keep on communicating 

when the growing performance of techniques does not bring together, nor make peoples more 

tolerant? 

What would be the personal initiative / project / work that embodies your reason to hope? 

The need for political utopia 
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I am very pleased about the fact that there still are writers, painters, film directors and that 

everything is not on the internet. Because it would be an illusion to believe that technique favors 

creation. The “digital” fashion has become an obsession, even an ideology (before digitalizing its 

works, a museum should open its rooms to a larger public). If the digital is a fashion effect, we need 

to maintain the other types of creation: sculpture, lithography, painting … Not everything is in the 

infrastructure. We need to let the creation form coexist. We need to resist the emergency of 

modernity, we need to coexist to maintain peace.  

How would you like to pass it on to future generations? 

We need to give them the liking for making good advances, in 3 fields:  

 Europe, this improbable object, is a great source for culture; not very used until now. We 

have such in common! Monotheism, rationalism, human rights, democracy, 23 languages for 

27 member states. And we could only do technocracy? 

 The UNESCO convention on cultural diversity is a founding act for culture where everything 

has to be done beyond heritage. This convention should be extended to and beyond the 

environmental issue.  

 Rethink the relationships between identity and cultural industries. Preserve cultural diversity 

and all the identities. We need to rethink the links between culture and communication and 

the triangle identity-culture-communication. The three of them cannot be separated.  

 


